
Lurante Ned Rig Predator Bundle Deluxe
Lurante
Product number: LU-NR001

In this set you will find everything for the Ned Rig 
combined in one set.

45,98 €
39,29 € * 39,29 €

Ned rig assembly made easy: starter set for passionate anglers

The Neg Rig is a bottom rig consisting of a special jig head and a rubber bait. The aim of the Ned Rig is to 
present the rubber bait on the bottom in such a way that it points with the tail end upwards, like a small fish 
feeding on the bottom or a crab defending itself with raised claws. To achieve this effect, light, flattened jig 
heads and moderately to strongly buoyant rubber baits are used for mounting the Ned rig.

Due to the light head weights and the near-bottom lure presentation, the Ned-Rig assembly is very well 
suited for fishing in shallow, current-free zones and stagnant waters. The main target fish are perch and 
zander in particular, but also all other predators operating close to the bottom.

Our Ned-Rig Starter Set is an all-in-one box. This means: You have everything you need to dive into the 
world of standard finesse rigs right away. When putting together the Ned-Rig Starter Set, we have paid 
attention to quality in every respect. You will not only find premium brands in the lure range, but also 
components that fit together ideally.

You will find these contents in the box:

25m Premium Fluorocarbon Cord
12 x BKK Duolock Snap 51 Karabiner
10 x Jenzi Carabiner swivel with safety hooks
3 x Illex Magic Tungsten Ned Jig Head with Bait holder 2,8g #2/0
3 x Illex Magic Tungsten Ned Jig Head with Bait holder 5g #3/0
9 x Strike King Ned Ocho Softbait 6,5cm
9 x Strike King Rage Ned Craw Softlure 7cm



The following premium brands are included in the set:

Stroft
Illex
Strike King
BKK
Jenzi

All the advantages at a glance:

approx. 10% price advantage compared to individual purchase
High-quality coordinated components from premium brands
Contains various artificial lures for immediate fishing
Suitable for beginners

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=c8dac1b9aff0d716c5b69705aa11f954

